
Bojana and Dana from There There 

Met at goldsmiths. Ma in performance making 
Both from Eastern Europe 
Common experiences and interests. 
Eastern Europeans vilified in media. Political discourse 
Was influencing and affecting a lot 

Audience Development 

Marketing. Content. Evaluation. 

Creative side of audience development

First piece- Eastern Europeans for dummies 
Toured around galleries. 
Realised audience was very white middle class gallery goers 
Began to think about how to get more Eastern Europeans in audience 
Text Home. About immigration. Dress up as old Eastern European ladies with Nigel farage or David 
Cameron masks 

Wanted a mixed audience to encourage conversation between Eastern European and British 
people

Romanian Culture centre. Documents of Eastern European groups e.g. Bulgarian choir 

Games with audience participation. 

Now taking to Tate modern with Eastern Europeans invidulating the games 

Institutional side of audience development 

Research shows London audiences are undiverse. 
Thought it was to do with fees but even in free museums there is hardly any diversity 
Same throughout uk but on smaller scale. 
Want audience to reflect society outside of the venue. 

Arts council funds everything arts related to small or large 
Arts council has policies about diversity. 
Specific language. Gender, disability and identity. 
Creative Case for Diversity. 
Funding streams for female artists, disabled artists etc. Those who are not majority in the industry. 

Arts council defines audience development as any kind of activity undertaking to reach an 
audience you don't normally reach

Youth board in children's theatre for example. Relevant to big Act. Need children's opinions if you 
want to attract children. 

Arts council aren't particularly interested in the pieces created. There are gaps in the process. 

When it comes to audience development arts council is interested in infrastructure and 
accessibility. 

Culture hive is good for search marketing etc guides 



The audience agency. Cultural consultancy. Closely connected to arts council through audience 
development. Has a wheel of demographic profiles. Income, location, age, etc. Tells you what the 
demographics are drawn to and what works in terms of advertising to them etc. 

Ethical considerations of audience development 

Easy to play the system. E.g. How to hold your breath. 
Consider political implication s when doing arts council applications

Task. Project
3 target audiences and 3 venues 

A story about a 9 year old girl, Jess, who suffers a brain haemorrhage and goes on a journey to 
meet her totem animals to help her understand her recovery. The piece includes puppetry song 
and dance to explore the emotional and physical landscape Jess experiences. 

Venues- at the theatre school it is made by- family and friends audience. 

At local theatres eg Epsom playhouse. Stage experience yet local. 

The production is touring around Australian schools and drama clubs. 

Has just come from Edinburgh 

Target audiences- children, parents, elderly. 

Evaluation after shows 

Surveys after shows. 
Have to find way to incorporate it into performance. Making it fun
What do you want to know from your audience?


